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For the past two years, the State of Product Leadership has peered into the roles of product 
leaders in North America. This year, with the opening of Pendo’s London o�ce and Product 
Collective’s INDUSTRY conference in Dublin, we’ve brought this popular analysis across the 
pond. Introducing the first annual State of Product Leadership: U.K. Edition.

We surveyed 100 product leaders across the United Kingdom who own or lead teams focused 
on software products. We asked them about their responsibilities, e�ectiveness, organisational 
structure, career paths, and job satisfaction.

This eBook discusses the key findings from our research, outlines a profile of today’s product leaders, and 
provides recommendations for how to apply these findings with your own teams.

We found some surprising things: 

PMs see their roles as relatively broad, with direct responsibilities that span across the 
business, such as planning go-to-market strategy and achieving revenue goals.

PMs are more focused on alignment with design and go-to-market roles like UX, 
marketing, and customer success than with their core engineering constituents.

Many PMs say there’s a significant gap in their current relationship with business 
operations, despite reporting it as their most important area of alignment.

To a much larger degree than their North American counterparts, U.K. product managers 
are satisfied in their current roles.
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OVERVIEW



We surveyed 100 largely B2B product leaders from 
digital product companies (both software companies 
and traditional enterprises). 

The majority of respondents work for B2B SaaS or 
hybrid companies, but a healthy sample also represent 
on-premise and traditional enterprise organisations.

COMPANY TYPE MARKET

37.0%
HYBRID SOFTWARE
PROVIDER

19.0%
ON-PREMISE
SOFTWARE PROVIDER

5.0%
TRADITIONAL
ENTERPRISE WITH
DIGITAL OFFERINGS

39.0%
SAAS PROVIDER

97.0%
B2B

3.0%
BOTH
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The survey focuses mostly on England with 
the majority of respondents hailing from 
tech-centric regions like Greater London 
and the Southeast. Companies in our 
sample range from less than $25 million in 
revenue to over $1 billion.

37.0%
GREATER 
LONDON

26.0%
SOUTHEAST

10.0%
EAST 
MIDLANDS

5.0%
SCOTLAND

2.0%
NORTHEAST

2.0%
SOUTHWEST

6.0%
NORTHERN
IRELAND

6.0%
NORTHWEST

6.0%
WEST
MIDLANDS

REGION
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PROFILE OF
THE PRODUCT 
MANAGER



Respondents are split nearly evenly between product leaders 
with executive and management responsibilities and individual 
contributors. The majority of respondents have 6-10 years of 
product management experience.

CURRENT ROLE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

32.0%
EXECUTIVE

35.0%
MANAGEMENT

33.0%
INDIVIDUAL
CONTRIBUTOR
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Nearly half of PMs say they report into an individual 
business line—a sizable di�erence from the 21 percent 
of PMs in North America who say the same. For smaller 
companies, this may simply mean that PMs report 
directly to a CEO or COO. But for larger companies, 
this likely means reporting into a general manager or 
divisional leader of some sort.

However, a nearly identical proportion of PMs in the 
U.K. and North America say they report to their own 
dedicated product department. This matches a key 
finding in North America, based on the year-over-year 
growth of PMs who report to product, that CPOs are on 
the rise. While marketing maintains a slight edge in 
both regions, the appointment of a product leader in 
the C-suite appears to be a very real trend.

KEY FINDING 1

The majority of PMs report to 
individual lines of business.

WHO PRODUCT TEAMS REPORT TO

MARKETING

PRODUCT
22.0%

41.0%

11.0%

26.0%

BUSINESS LINE

ENGINEERING

2019 RESULTS
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What did PMs study? Most of our respondents say they have 
technical backgrounds, followed closely by business. This is not 
entirely surprising. Good product leaders will have a thorough 
understanding of how to both engineer products and create 
successful business strategies around them. On the other end, 
our results found far fewer PMs who came to the profession with 
creative or non-technical expertise.

How do you get into product management? U.K. respondents 
took a variety of paths to their current job. Engineering and 
marketing reflect the technical and creative sides of the 
profession, while the prevalence of project management 
backgrounds tells us that U.K. companies may value PMs with a 
more process-oriented skill set.

BUSINESS ANALYST
CONSULTANT

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
ENGINEERING/DEV

MARKETING
PROJECT MANAGER

TECH SUPPORT
UX/DESIGN

LAST ROLE BEFORE BECOMING A PM

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

BUSINESSTECHNICAL NON-TECHNICAL CREATIVE
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ROLES &
RESPONSIBILITIES



Similar to their North American counterparts, most PMs in the 
U.K. consider tasks such as product vision/strategy and design 
to be their core responsibilities. However, a healthy proportion 
also sees themselves as directly responsible for broader tasks 
like go-to-market strategy, achieving revenue goals, and 
roadmap/prioritisation, with revenue listed as their second most 
important responsibility after product vision/strategy. Given the 
B2B focus of this study, we can interpret this several ways.

First, product leaders in the U.K. have a decidedly holistic view 
of their role. Instead of focusing on a few narrow functions, as is 
common with most B2B product teams, they are taking a page 
from B2C PMs and involving themselves in multiple aspects of 
the product. Second, the focus on revenue makes sense given 
that more PMs report to lines of business. This focus also 
reflects the business background of many of our respondents. 
Unlike North American PMs, who tend to have a more 
circumscribed view of their responsibilities, U.K. PMs look at the 
wider business impact of their role.PRODUCT TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES

PRODUCT VISION/STRATEGY
ROADMAP/PRIORITISATION

PRODUCT DESIGN, UX
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT POSITIONING/MESSAGING
PRICING/PACKAGING

COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
SALES ENABLEMENT

GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY
GO-TO-MARKET EXECUTION

CUSTOMER INSIGHT
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK/SATISFACTION 

CUSTOMER ONBOARDING
CUSTOMER EDUCATION/TRAINING

ACHIEVING REVENUE GOALS
ACHIEVING PRODUCT/FEATURE ADOPTION GOALS

INFORMED NOT INVOLVEDCONSULTEDACCOUNTABLERESPONSIBLE
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SaaS companies must continuously renew customer loyalty or 
risk losing their business to a competitor at renewal time. Why, 
then, are these companies less concerned with customer 
education and training? Frankly, it’s a bit perplexing. Customers 
who don’t use your products or don’t use them well are 
supremely vulnerable—and SaaS makes it easy for them to 
defect. Keep this in mind as you consider how you onboard, train 
and educate users.

KEY FINDING 2

Despite their reliance on 
recurring revenues, SaaS 
companies are less likely than 
non-SaaS companies to prioritise 
customer education and training.

ORGANISATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS BY RESPONSIBILITY

CUSTOMER EDUCATION/TRAINING

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK/SATISFACTION

ACHIEVING REVENUE GOALS

INEFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE

ON-PREMISE SOFTWARESAAS SOFTWARE HYBRID SOFTWARE TRADITIONAL ENTERPRISE
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SKILL SETS



We asked survey respondents whether they consider 
themselves to be more visionary or task-oriented in 
their approach to managing products.

U.K. PMs self-identify as more task-oriented than 
visionary, although to a slightly lesser extent than 
North American PMs. This is despite the fact that a 
majority of respondents say that the best PMs should 
be more visionary than task-oriented. This gap could 
be attributed to respondents’ sense of ambition. Most 
are individual contributors, which means they may 
aspire toward more visionary leadership positions.

KEY FINDING 3

Product managers see 
themselves as more task-oriented 
than visionary.
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Individual contributors describe themselves as much more task-oriented 
than either managers or executives. This is understandable, as they are 
likely buried in the details of what is often an extraordinarily busy role. 
However, managers and executives should still create space for their 
employees to think more broadly. Great product ideas can come from 
anywhere and everywhere.

TASK-ORIENTED VISIONARY

PRIMARY SKILL SET BY ROLE

EXECUTIVE MANAGER INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTOR
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TASK-ORIENTED VISIONARY

ON-PREMISE SOFTWARESAAS SOFTWARE

HYBRID SOFTWARE TRADITIONAL ENTERPRISE

KEY FINDING 4

Companies value PMs who are 
more task-oriented.
Although more respondents say the ideal PM is 
visionary, a majority report that U.K. companies 
value more task-oriented PMs. We can draw 
multiple conclusions from this. For instance, while 
U.K. PMs may wish they had more visionary roles, 
they may still recognise that their companies place 
a higher premium on getting stu� done. In this case, 
short-term concerns may be overtaking long-term 
ideas. Or perhaps our respondents see their own 
attributes as what their companies really want. It’s 
hard to know for sure. Either way, most U.K. product 
leaders report that their companies are looking for 
practical doers over starry-eyed dreamers.

That said, SaaS and hybrid software companies are a 
bit more likely to value visionary PMs. This makes 
sense given the rapid pace of innovation and delivery, 
as well as the expectation for a steady stream of 
di�erentiated value in SaaS-based product categories. 
Compared to North America, though, U.K. companies 
are still much more biased toward task-oriented 
product leaders.

WHAT ORGANISATIONS HIRE FOR

WHAT DIFFERENT TYPES OF ORGANISATIONS HIRE FOR

TASK-ORIENTED VISIONARY
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ORGANISATIONAL 
ALIGNMENT



KEY FINDING 5

Product leaders prioritise alignment 
with business operations, UX, 
customer success, and marketing 
over engineering.

U.K. PMs, to a slightly lesser degree than 
North American PMs, prioritise alignment with 
departments outside of engineering. While 
this may seem surprising—or even 
alarming—we interpret this finding a bit 
di�erently. PM alignment with engineering is 
necessary but insu�cient. How products are 
designed, how they’re marketed and 
distributed, and how they’re made “sticky” for 
end users together comprise the holy trinity of 
modern software. It’s hard to find SaaS 
success without having these three things 
utterly nailed. Therefore, it makes sense that PMs 
are prioritising bridge building in these particular 
areas.

IMPORTANCE OF ALIGNMENT WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS

LEAST IMPORTANT MOST IMPORTANT
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However, a large reason North American PMs 
can focus on other departments is because 
they already see their relationship with 
engineering as high functioning. In contrast, 
fewer than half of U.K. PMs feel they have a 
strong alignment with engineering. While this 
may be evidence of their increased focus on 
business, our findings also show that zero 
product leaders in the U.K. report having a 
strong alignment with business operations, 
despite listing it as their most important 
relationship. This should signal concern for 
executives and anyone else in charge of 
managing product teams.

ACTUAL ALIGNMENT WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS
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DECISION-
MAKING



KEY FINDING 6

Data plays an important role for 
product teams. They increasingly 
utilise data in their decisions and 
continuously measure their products.

Product managers used to rely heavily on their
 own gut instinct. Of course, they still do to an 
extent, which is not a bad thing. Product 
management is necessarily both art and science. 
But PMs, even more so than in North America, see 
themselves as data-driven in how they make their 
roadmap decisions.

DATA-DRIVEN INSTINCT-DRIVEN

HOW PRODUCT TEAMS MAKE ROADMAP DECISIONS
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Steve Jobs famously rejected focus groups and 
other sources of customer feedback based on 
the notion that customers aren’t visionary 
enough to know what they want and need. 
According to our survey, product managers feel 
di�erently—a fact for which we are grateful. 
U.K. PMs tell us they make roadmap and 
product decisions based on what they hear 
from their customers.

KEY FINDING 7

Customer needs serve as the “north 
star” for most product leaders.

WE RESPOND TO CUSTOMERS

WE DELIVER WHAT WE BELIEVE THEY NEED

HOW PRODUCT TEAMS MAKE ROADMAP DECISIONS
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43.0%
PRODUCT TEAM
BRAINSTORMING

We were pleased to see that U.K. PMs are also 
basing their product and feature ideas on what 
their customers want.

SOURCE OF INSIGHT

SOURCE OF BEST PRODUCT/FEATURE IDEAS

44.0%
CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK

9.0%
COMPETITORS

4.0%
INTERNAL
SUGGESTIONS
& REQUESTS

CUSTOMERS COMPETITORS
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TOOLS USED



In both North America and U.K., product 
managers regularly use roadmapping and user 
feedback tools. However, U.K. PMs are more 
comfortable with newer tools for experimentation, 
product analytics, and onboarding. By 
instrumenting the user journey for continuous 
insight and guiding users to find their way to 
value in the product, these types of tools make it 
possible to build predictable and profitable 
businesses. Our findings suggest that U.K. 
companies are fully embracing this strategy.

KEY FINDING 8

PMs are comfortable using new 
tools for experimentation and 
onboarding. ROADMAPPING      PROTOTYPING  
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TOOLS USED BY PRODUCT TEAMS
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MEASUREMENT
& PERFORMANCE



There was a time when product managers could declare 
victory—convincingly, even—once they shipped new features. Now they’re 
accountable for adoption, usage, value, and, ultimately, profitable revenue 
derived from these features. The goals that matter to product leaders should 
be the ones that align most directly to the business. So it’s encouraging to 
see that revenue, product adoption, and product usage are the three most 
important metrics U.K. PMs look at when measuring success.

KEY FINDING 9

Product teams are primarily 
measured on revenue and 
product/feature adoption, not 
just the delivery of new features.

HOW PRODUCT MANAGEMENT SUCCESS IS MEASURED

PRODUCT/FEATURE/ROADMAP DELIVERY

REVENUE (ARPU/LTV/ACV)

PRODUCT USAGE: DAU/WAU/MAU

RETENTION/CHURN

PRODUCT ADOPTION/USAGE

FEATURE ADOPTION/USAGE

NPS, CSAT, OSAT

TERTIARY NOT USINGSECONDARYPRIMARY
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How are you doing relative to your competitors? PMs in the U.K. 
appear confident in their abilities. In every single category, 
respondents say they are performing above average. It is 
interesting to note, however, that they lack confidence in their 
methods for collecting customer feedback, as well as their ability to 
retain users and prevent churn. Both of these could be good 
indicators that U.K. PMs still have a lot of progress to make.

PERFORMANCE RATING RELATIVE TO CLOSEST COMPETITORS

AVERAGE RATING

PRODUCT/FEATURE/ROADMAP DELIVERY

REVENUE (ARPU/LTV/ACV)

PRODUCT USAGE: DAU/WAU/MAU

RETENTION/CHURN

PRODUCT ADOPTION/USAGE

FEATURE ADOPTION/USAGE

NPS, CSAT, OSAT

UNDERPERFORMING OUTPERFORMING
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JOB
SATISFACTION



Consequently, it appears that many product managers are 
considering their options. Significantly more respondents 
say that their ideal job is in another discipline—with more 
responsibility. On average, PMs are an ambitious lot, with 
plenty of passion to spare. We all know that product 
managers lead by influence, not formal authority. Perhaps 
what we’re seeing here are their ambitions frustrated by 
this reality. Put another way, maybe what we’re seeing is 
the debunking of the old trope that PMs are the CEOs of 
their product.

KEY FINDING 10

Product leaders say their ideal job 
is the one they have now.

Product leaders in the U.K. are very enthusiastic about their jobs, giving product 
management an NPS score of 43. In contrast, North American product leaders give 
their role an NPS score of 3, a substantial drop from last year’s study. How can we 
account for this di�erence? There are likely multiple factors at play, including the 
possibility of sheer randomness. While it’s hard to draw any firm conclusions, this early 
analysis makes it safe to say that U.K. PMs are doing something right.

We hate to end on such a down note. This finding should be 
instructive, not defeating. Product management is, by virtually all 
accounts, a role very much on the rise. What does that mean? More 
and more expectation of product managers—often without the 
formal authority, sphere of influence, or span of control to a�ect 
change. That’s a recipe for frustration. This all signals a role in 
transition. As product management gains a seat at the table it 
needs the authority to match. 
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Regardless, these results show that it’s an exciting time to 
be a product leader in the U.K. More organisations seem 
to be embracing the realities of SaaS by giving their 
product leaders the tools and support they need to 
engage with their customers, as well as deliver better 
product and customer experiences.

DIFFERENT ROLE RELATED ROLE SAME ROLE

LESS RESPONSIBILITY

SAME RESPONSIBILITY

MORE RESPONSIBILITY

PM’S DREAM ROLE
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So where do they go from here? Will U.K. product leaders 
follow in the path of North American counterparts and begin 
reporting more to CPOs? Or will they continue to thrive within 
individual business lines? It will be interesting to watch how 
they grow and adapt as their role matures. 

DO PMS RECOMMEND THEIR CURRENT ROLE? (NPS SCORES)

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT

INDIVIDUAL
CONTRIBUTOR

10

-10
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RECOM-
MENDATIONS



Mind the gaps—one of the more notable takeaways from this survey relates to alignment 
gaps between product management and business operations, despite the importance PMs 
assigned to this relationship. Take a closer look at your PM and business operations 
functions. Are these teams communicating and collaborating enough? Are they setting each 
other up for success?

Monitor KPIs—While our results showed that U.K. product leaders are doing a good job of 
focusing on product and feature adoption, rather than just delivering new features, they 
should continue monitoring this as their role matures. Remember: where the metric goes 
the e�ort flows. Be sure your teams are continually oriented to downstream goals aligned 
to measures of value and growth: adoption, usage, satisfaction, retention, and expansion.
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Reconsider reporting lines—the most mature product organisations are led by a C-level 
executive with a seat at the table. Where does product report in your organisation? As 
business advantage increasingly bends toward innovation and design, do your current 
reporting lines give product the central focus and attention it deserves? Does it situate 
product as close as possible to the customer and the market? Unless you can answer these 
questions with an unequivocal yes, consider restructuring this year.

Look to B2C for inspiration—B2B PMs need to think di�erently as consumer buying 
behaviors and experience expectations expand into their world. Customers bring their 
consumer expectations to work. Thus, B2B product managers should look to the best B2C 
applications and experiences to inform how they own products. Simple, intuitive, 
personalised, inviting, and delightful—these should be the watchwords for, and characteristics 
of, any product, regardless of whether it’s designed for business or consumers.
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